
Modulbox MAX - O�ered as a 30-day rental: The Modulbox MAX is the “big 
brother” of Modulbox o�ering the same outdoor use, mobility, ease of 
deployment, and transportation method as the smaller Modulbox. It is an 
8’x15’x8’ cubical rectangular exhibition trailer that opens up in the blink of an 
eye and can become up to a 488 sqft of open pavilion with brandable walls 
and roof. The Modulbox MAX is large enough to house an entire automobile 
under the roof making it unique to other products in its category.

INCLUDED: Standard Modulbox Unit | Trailer | Generator | Counter | Road Cover
Two Hour User Training | Quick Set-up Guide |Modulbox Service Kit
Road Service Kit

EXTRAS: Full Vinyl Graphics | Mesh Vinyl Canopy Graphics
Monitor | Monitor Mount Bracing | Corner Canopies

Modulbox - O�ered as a 30-day rental: The Modulbox is a fully mobile booth 
engineered for outdoor use and deployed on a standard trailer pulled by a 
standard full size pick-up truck. It is an 8’x8’x8’ cubic exhibition that opens up 
in the blink of an eye and can become up to a 256 sqft of open pavilion with 
brandable walls and roof. The Modulbox is easy to handle: the unit lifts and 
lowers itself o� the trailer making the set-up simple with electrical power or 
via the optional supplied generator. Within minutes of arrival, the Modulbox 
can be placed on the ground, requiring only one individual to open the roof, 
�oor and walls by hand.

INCLUDED: Standard Modulbox Unit | Trailer | Generator | Counter | Road Cover
Two Hour User Training | Quick Set-up Guide |Modulbox Service Kit
Road Service Kit

EXTRAS: Full Vinyl Graphics | Mesh Vinyl Canopy Graphics
Monitor | Monitor Mount Bracing | Corner Canopies 

Mo5 - O�ered as a 30-day rental: Mo5 is a compact, fully mobile, kiosk 
counter built for outdoor use and face-to-face marketing. It is a brandable 
promotional counter on wheels with a roof and storage space. When fully 
unfolded, it stands nearly 12’ tall and is perfect for a tasting booth, informa-
tion kiosk, or brand ambassador station. The Mo5 can be unloaded, 
deployed, and reloaded in seconds. 

INCLUDED: Standard Mo5 Unit | Road Cover | Quick Set-up Guide

EXTRAS: Full Vinyl Graphics  

Modulbox by Highmark Program - 9/2017

All Modulbox systems should 
only be operated by trained 
personnel.  Each client will go 
through a two hour training 
process at the Highmark facility 
(or at the clients’ location for an 
additional cost).

The Modulbox and Modulbox 
MAX units both have speci�c 
requirements for the vehicle 
towing the units and the class 
hitch speci�cations.  Documents 
available for �nal logistical 
planning:

- Driver Credential Speci�cations

- Towing Vehicle Requirements

- Class Hitch Speci�cations

- Full Product Manuals

- Quick Set-up Guides

 - Road Service Kit

- Modulbox Service Kit

- Highmark Assistance Contact
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24.61’16.4’

Modulbox by Highmark Program - 9/2017
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Highmark o�ers vinyl graphics for the walls, canopies, and other 

brandable surfaces of Modulbox, Modulbox MAX, and Mo5. Full 

graphic speci�cations and templates are available from Highmark. 

Graphic �les created by the client can be printed and applied at 

Highmark. Customers can also create, print, and apply their own 

graphics based on Highmark speci�cations.

3,750 lbs.

5,100 lbs.

200 lbs.
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Modulbox MAX - O�ered as a 30-day rental: The Modulbox MAX is the “big 
brother” of Modulbox o�ering the same outdoor use, mobility, ease of 
deployment, and transportation method as the smaller Modulbox. It is an 
8’x15’x8’ cubical rectangular exhibition trailer that opens up in the blink of an 
eye and can become up to a 488 sqft of open pavilion with brandable walls 
and roof. The Modulbox MAX is large enough to house an entire automobile 
under the roof making it unique to other products in its category.

INCLUDED: Standard Modulbox Unit | Trailer | Generator | Counter | Road Cover
Two Hour User Training | Quick Set-up Guide |Modulbox Service Kit
Road Service Kit

EXTRAS: Full Vinyl Graphics | Mesh Vinyl Canopy Graphics
Monitor | Monitor Mount Bracing | Corner Canopies

Modulbox - O�ered as a 30-day rental: The Modulbox is a fully mobile booth 
engineered for outdoor use and deployed on a standard trailer pulled by a 
standard full size pick-up truck. It is an 8’x8’x8’ cubic exhibition that opens up 
in the blink of an eye and can become up to a 256 sqft of open pavilion with 
brandable walls and roof. The Modulbox is easy to handle: the unit lifts and 
lowers itself o� the trailer making the set-up simple with electrical power or 
via the optional supplied generator. Within minutes of arrival, the Modulbox 
can be placed on the ground, requiring only one individual to open the roof, 
�oor and walls by hand.

INCLUDED: Standard Modulbox Unit | Trailer | Generator | Counter | Road Cover
Two Hour User Training | Quick Set-up Guide |Modulbox Service Kit
Road Service Kit

EXTRAS: Full Vinyl Graphics | Mesh Vinyl Canopy Graphics
Monitor | Monitor Mount Bracing | Corner Canopies 

Mo5 - O�ered as a 30-day rental: Mo5 is a compact, fully mobile, kiosk 
counter built for outdoor use and face-to-face marketing. It is a brandable 
promotional counter on wheels with a roof and storage space. When fully 
unfolded, it stands nearly 12’ tall and is perfect for a tasting booth, informa-
tion kiosk, or brand ambassador station. The Mo5 can be unloaded, 
deployed, and reloaded in seconds. 

INCLUDED: Standard Mo5 Unit | Road Cover | Quick Set-up Guide

EXTRAS: Full Vinyl Graphics  

Modulbox by Highmark Program - 9/2017

All Modulbox systems should 
only be operated by trained 
personnel.  Each client will go 
through a two hour training 
process at the Highmark facility 
(or at the clients’ location for an 
additional cost).

The Modulbox and Modulbox 
MAX units both have speci�c 
requirements for the vehicle 
towing the units and the class 
hitch speci�cations.  Documents 
available for �nal logistical 
planning:

- Driver Credential Speci�cations

- Towing Vehicle Requirements

- Class Hitch Speci�cations

- Full Product Manuals

- Quick Set-up Guides

 - Road Service Kit

- Modulbox Service Kit

- Highmark Assistance Contact
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Modulbox by Highmark Program - 9/2017
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Highmark o�ers vinyl graphics for the walls, canopies, and other 

brandable surfaces of Modulbox, Modulbox MAX, and Mo5. Full 

graphic speci�cations and templates are available from Highmark. 

Graphic �les created by the client can be printed and applied at 

Highmark. Customers can also create, print, and apply their own 

graphics based on Highmark speci�cations.

3,750 lbs.

5,100 lbs.

200 lbs.
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